
Normal assumption
• Note: up till now, haven’t assumed any distributional form for ε. If we want 

to perform any hypothesis tests or make any confidence intervals, we will 
need to do this. The usual assumption is:

ε ∼ Ν(0, σ2Ι) (Q: is it a reasonable assumption for your data? rationale?)

distribution of Y [= Xβ + ε] ∼ Ν( Xβ, σ2Ι)

distribution of      [= (XT X)-1XTY] ∼ Ν( β, (XT X)-1σ2)

distribution of      [= (I−H)Y = (I−H)ε] ∼ Ν( 0, (I−H)σ2), which has 
singular covariance matrix I−H, dim(   )=n−p

distribution of  (n-p) [= RSS =        ] ∼ σ2χ2
n-p
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is independent of  

distribution of prediction for a new set of predictors, x0

mean response v.s. future observation (what different? example?)

prediction of future mean response 

x0
T       ∼ Ν(x0

Tβ, x0
T(XT X)-1 x0 σ2)

prediction of future observations 

x0
T +ε ∼ Ν(x0

Tβ, (x0
T(XT X)-1 x0 +1)σ2)

further reading: W, 2.2, 1.7 (prediction, fitted values); Seber (1977), 3.4
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hypothesis test 
• Q: are all predictors needed? (QQ: Is this an important question?)

If possible, the simpler small model is preferred
The principle of Occam’s Razor 
“One should always choose the simplest explanation of a 
phenomenon, the one that requires the fewest leaps of logic.”

model space ≡ the space spanned by columns of X
Consider a large model space, Ω, and a smaller model space, ω, where 
ω ⊂ Ω, i.e., ω represents a subset/a subspace of Ω. Suppose dimension 
(# of parameters) of Ω is q and dim(ω)=p, q>p.

(Q: example?)

To answer “which of the model space is 
more adequate” in statistical language,

H0: ω v.s.   H1: Ω
a geometric view



if RSSω-RSSΩ is small, ω is a more adequate model relative to Ω

suggest (RSSω-RSSΩ )/RSSΩ , where the denominator is used for 
scaling

What’s the scale for (RSSω-RSSΩ )/RSSΩ ? how small is small? how 
large is large?

Futher reading: D&S, 21.1, 21.2, 21.3, 21.4

RSSω-RSSΩ



• likelihood-ratio testing approach

If L(β,σ|Y) is likelihood function, the likelihood-ratio statistics is:

maxβ,σ ∈Ω L(β,σ|Y) / max β,σ ∈ ω L(β,σ|Y)

The test should be rejected if the ratio is too large. Because

L( , |Y)  ∝ ,

we reject the null if           /  > a constant,

which is equivalent to RSSω/RSSΩ > a constant,

or                                RSSω/RSSΩ -1  > a constant –1,

which is (RSSω-RSSΩ)/RSSΩ > a constant 

we get the same statistics suggested by the geometric view.

Q: How to discover the distribution of this statistic under null 
hypothesis and how to decide the constant?
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suppose dimension (# of parameters) of Ω is q and dim(ω)=p. 

Under the null (H0: ω),

(RSSω-RSSΩ)/(q-p) ∼ σ2χ2
q-p , RSSΩ/(n-p) ∼ σ2χ2

n-q

and they are independent. So, we have

F=[(RSSω-RSSΩ)/(q-p)]/[RSSΩ/(n-p)] ∼ Fq-p,n-q ,

therefore, reject if F > Fq-p,n-q
(α ) (usually check if p-value < α)

Because the degree of freedom of a model is the number of observations 
minus the number of parameter so this test statistics can be written as:

F=[(RSSω-RSSΩ)/(dfω-dfΩ)]/[RSSΩ/dfΩ],

where dfω=n-q and dfΩ=n-p.

The test is widely used in regression and ANOVA. The beauty of this 
approach is you only need to know the general form.

further reading: W, 4.4; Seber (1977), 4.1



• Example 1: test of all predictors

Q: are any of the predictors useful in predicting the response?

Ω:                                                               , dim(Ω)=

ω:                                                               , dim(ω)=

H0: 

RSSΩ:

RSSω:

(the overall F) F =

• If H0 isn’t rejected, is it the end of the analysis?  Ans: No. check assumptions, 
such as linearity, outlier, if enough data are collected, ... Don’t conclude too 
soon that no real relationship exist between Y and X1,...,Xp.

• If H0 is rejected, does it mean the alternative model is the best model? Ans: No. 
check if some predictors can be dropped, if other predictors might be added, ...



• Example 2: testing just one predictor

Q: Can one particular predictor, say Xi, be dropped from the model?

Ω:                                                               , dim(Ω)=

ω:                                                               , dim(ω)=

H0: 

RSSΩ:

RSSω:

F =

alternative method (t-test): ti =       /se(      ) ∼ tn-p

ti
2 ∼ F1,n-p
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• Example 3: testing a pair of predictors

Q: Suppose the t-tests for βj and βk are both insignificant, can you remove Xj
and Xk from the model? and why? (Hint: what’s the null in t-test?)

Ans: 

Ω:                                                               , dim(Ω)=

ω:                                                               , dim(ω)=

H0: 

F =

• It can be generalized to more than two predictors. How? an exercise.

Y=β0+β1X1+β2X2+β3X3

Y=β0+β1X1+β3X3Y=β0+β1X1+β2X2

Y=β0+β1X1



• Example 4: testing a subspace

Q: how to test H0: βj+βk =1?
Ω:                                                               , dim(Ω)=
ω:                                                               , dim(ω)=
F =

Q: how to test H0: βj=βk?
Ω:                                                               , dim(Ω)=
ω:                                                               , dim(ω)=
F =

Q: how to test H0: βj=a constant, say βj=10?
Ω:                                                               , dim(Ω)=
ω:                                                               , dim(ω)=
F =

Q: Can we apply the method to test H0: βjβk =1?

Further reading: W, 2.3; D&S, 9.1



Concerns about hypothesis testing
• The previous testing method can be applied to H0: Aβ=c, where A is a know 

(q−p)×q matrix of rank q−p and c is a known (q−p)×1 vector.

• Suppose the model is correct and the estimates of β are independent. When 
H0: βi=0 is accepted, does it really mean that βi is exactly zero?

• When sample size, n, is much larger than the no. of parameters, p, it's very 
possible that every tests are significant. Why?

• Statistical significance is not equivalent to practical/physical significance. 
With large datasets, it will be very easy to get statistically significant results, 
but the actual effects may be unimportant.

• The inference depends on the correctness of the model we use. The 
assumptions about the model can be checked, but there will be always some 
element of doubt.

• The data may suggest more than one possible model which may lead to 
contradictory results, e.g, when strong correlation exists among parameters.


